
Honorary Membership 
Nomination Narrative 
 
Nominee: Shaun Saer Duncan 
 
Nominee’s Address: 2265 Grandin Road 
 
City/State/Zip: Cincinnati, Ohio 45208 
 
Phone: (h) 513.321.0007  
 
Nominator: Charles A. Birnbaum, FASLA 
 
Please describe the nominee’s achievements of national or international 
significance or influence and how they have benefited the profession of landscape 
architecture (no more than two pages, single-spaced, typed). 
 

I first met Shaun Duncan 12 years ago while she was serving as a Trustee for 
River Fields – one of the oldest river conservation groups in America, based 
in Louisville, KY. Shaun was actively involved in their advocacy and outreach 
efforts. I was brought to town because of a massive construction project 
that threatened with demolition a series of Country Place Era Estate 
landscapes designed by the Olmsted Brothers, Ellen Shipman and Bryant 
Fleming among others. Shaun suggested that the Cultural Landscape 
Foundation (TCLF) partner with River Fields to convene a conference in 
Louisville to educate the public about the city’s unrivaled heritage of 
landscape architecture – from Olmsted parks to estate landscapes by Jens 
Jensen and Arthur Cowell. Her goal was not to be a traditional “firefighter” 
preservationist, but to inspire the general public about the city’s rich 
landscape heritage that was all around. Her love and enthusiasm for 
landscape and history is infectious. 
 
The results: a year later a regional conference was hosted by the venerable 
Speed Museum of Art where Shaun co-chaired a sold-out conference 
attended by over 300. This was the beginning of Shaun’s ever-growing 
fascination and romance with landscape architecture, which grows out of 
her foundational interests in historic preservation and gardening – surely 
the results of her childhood spent in New Orleans (most notably Audobon 
Park, which she boasts, “was designed by John Charles Olmsted”), and her 
education in Jefferson’s landscape at the University of Virginia and Tulane 
(where she received a JD from its law school).  



 
A little more than a year after this successful collaboration Shaun, joined 
the Board of Directors of TCLF and, for the last decade, has served as co-
chair for the organization. Under Shaun’s leadership, TCLF has grown from 
a volunteer enterprise, to an organization with five full-time employees, a 
$750,000 annual budget, and over $1.5 in assets. She has not only been a 
key catalyst in securing expert accounting and legal counsel, but she has 
been an active leader in many of the organization’s most celebrated 
programs and initiatives.  
 
For example, Shaun spearheaded our second Cultural Landscapes as 
Classrooms (CLC) module, City Shaping: The Olmsteds in Louisville. For this 
ASLA-award winning project, her role ranged from securing all of the local 
partners and leading the development charge (over $100,000 was raised), 
to coproducing the Olmsted Odyssey gala where we honored The Dry Stone 
Conservancy, Kentucky Heritage Council, the Louisville Olmsted Parks 
Conservancy, and River Fields. Shaun’s efforts on the CLC project and the 
Stewardship Excellence Awards promoted landscape architecture to the 
broadest possible public while forging new avenues for communication and 
alliances. 
 
Shaun is also actively involved in the Landslide program; many of the sites 
that have been protected are the results of her efforts. This includes 
Louisiana gardens that were significantly hit by Katrina such as Longue Vue 
Gardens and Laura Plantation (2006: Spotlight on the Garden) and 
remarkable horticultural features such as the Baldcyress Grove at Spring 
Grove Cemetery, Cincinnati, OH and the Bamboo Groves of Jungle Gardens 
on Avery Island, LA (2007: Heroes of Horticulture). 
 
It is, however, more than the individual projects that make Shaun worthy of 
this recognition it is her leadership and grace. Whether it is a board 
meeting, a letter to an editor, hosting a dinner or chairing an event, Shaun 
puts America’s landscape heritage first, and will do whatever it takes to get 
you to see it, value it, and be a better steward. TCLF’s great success over 
this past decade has been possible because of Shaun’s leadership vision 
and spirit. I strongly urge the committee to look favorably on her 
application. 
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Board of Trustees 

c/o Carolyn Mitchell, Honors & Awards Coordinator 

American Society of Landscape Architects 

636 Eye St., NW 

Washington, DC 20001 

 
 

Re: Nomination of Shaun Saer Duncan, Honorary Member of ASLA 

 

 

Dear Trustees: 

 

It is an honor for me to recommend Shaun Saer Duncan for honorary membership in the 

American Society of Landscape Architects in recognition of her devoted efforts to 

preserve culturally significant landscapes and to make citizens aware of our nation’s 

landscape design heritage. For ten years I have had the privilege to serve alongside her 

as a board member of The Cultural Landscape Foundation, including as co-chair of its 

board of directors.  

 

Shaun is a true ally and advocate of the landscape architecture profession.  Initially 

Shaun brought her formidable legal skills to the conservation mission of Louisville’s 

Riverfields, one of the first river conservation groups in the country, as a board member. 

In 1999 she focused on the need to preserve the significant and threatened River Road 

estate properties of the area. During this period she and her fine work were identified by 

the then burgeoning Cultural Landscape Foundation in its efforts to recognize 

community leaders who were raising awareness of their local and regional designed 

landscapes. Following this introduction she began her steadfast commitment to the 

work of The Cultural Landscape Foundation, first as a board member and, in the last 

five years, as co-chair of the Board.  

 

Under Shaun’s board leadership, TCLF has grown its board membership to cover most 

regions of the country and to include persons from diverse careers; expanded its 

programs to express its core mission of landscape stewardship through education, 

including documenting the oral histories of landscape architecture’s most prominent 

practitioners; and presided over the foundation’s growth in assets of $1.5 million. She 

leads with wisdom, enthusiasm and a thoughtful and gracious spirit. 

 

Shaun and her work represent the highest ideals of our profession. Her 

accomplishments and her humanity, in the service of the values of our discipline, are 

nothing short of an inspiration. Thank you for your kind consideration of this 

nomination. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Douglas P. Reed FASLA 

Principal 








